
Exploring identity 
through local heritage



ACTIVITY 1: What can a picture 
reveal about our identity?



What can we tell about someone’s identity 
from just one picture?

Gender?   Where they might be from?   Young / old?   Ethnicity?   Wealthy / poor?   Interests or job?   What else?
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These people all have very 
different identities. 

But they also all have something in 
common…



These people all have very 
different identities. 

But they also all have something in 
common…

…They all have a connection to the 
Tees Valley



This woman is Alice Schofield Coates. Her campaign 
poster tells us more about her job and beliefs

She was one of the first 
suffragettes

She actively campaigned for clean 
homes, votes for women and 
equal pay

She was Middlesbrough’s first 
woman councillor 



This man is Dr Nicholas Patrick. His mission photo 
tells us more about his job and achievements.

He is a NASA astronaut 

He helped build the International 
Space Station

He was born in Saltburn



This man was Otegoowgoow. His Ta Moko (a kind 
of face tattoo) tells us more about his life.

He was from New Zealand - the son of a 
Maori chief 

The symbols and position of his tattoo 
tell you his status, experiences and 
accomplishments, who he was related to 
and whether or not he was married

His tattoo is like an ID card - no two 
Maori tattoos are alike



The drawing of Otegoowgoow was made 
over 250 years ago by a member of 
Captain Cook’s crew.

They were the first Europeans to sail to 
the Pacific Islands – including Australia, 
New Zealand, Tahiti and Hawaii. 

Captain Cook was from a small village 
near Middlesbrough, called Marton.

Captain Cook



Robert Stainsby was a member of 
Captain Cook’s crew.

He was the first recorded 
European to be tattooed (in New 
Zealand).

Robert Stainsby was from 
Darlington.



They made other drawings of face and body 
tattoos (moko) which all reveal something about 
the person’s identity.



Reflection

Were you right about the three people?

What assumptions did you make?

Why?

Do these images tell us more about their personal or public identities?



Activity 2: 
What shapes our identity?





What shapes our identity?

• Ethnicity

• Gender/Transgender

• Sexuality

• Culture

• Religion

• Where we grew up

• Disability 

• Friends

• Family

• Political and social beliefs 

• Groups we belong to

• What we like doing in our spare 
time

• What we’re good at



ACTIVITY 3: Identity, tattooing 
and the Tees Valley



Identity, tattooing and the Tees Valley

Over the years, tattooing has become very popular in western cultures.

It is often used as a way of reflecting people’s identity.

And it has strong links to the local area.



Captain Cook and his crew were the first 
Europeans to encounter peoples and 
places in the South Pacific, such as 
Australia, New Zealand, Tahiti and 
Hawaii.

They made drawings of the tattooed 
Maori people they encountered in New 
Zealand

Robert Stainsby from Darlington, a 
member of Captain Cook’s crew, was the 
first recorded European to be tattooed.

Otegoowgoow, the son of a Maori Chief



Middlesbrough tattooists Dalbir
Singh (known as 'Sinbad’) and 
Derek Hawkins (known as ‘Dinky’) 
were two of only 50 professional 
tattooists in the whole of the UK in 
the 1960s. 

Sinbad was a well-known local 
character, and it was said you 
weren’t really a ‘Boro’ lad if you 
didn’t have a ‘Sinbad Special'.

Dalbir Singh (‘Sinbad’)



In May 2021, Brotton tattoo artist 
Sean Ing set a new world record 
for a staggering 65½ hours (nearly 
3 days and nights!) of almost 
constant tattooing.



The tattoos people choose are often an expression of themselves. 

What do you think the people on the next slide are trying to say about 
their identity?





Is it always a choice..? 



Is it always a choice..? 

This is an identification tattoo on 
the arm of Auschwitz survivor Sam 
Rosenzweig. 

During the holocaust, Jewish 
people who were captured and 
transported to the concentration 
camp at Auschwitz were forced to 
have a number tattooed onto their 
forearm as a form of identification 
and to strip them of their names 
and identities. 



Is it always a choice..? 

During Transatlantic slavery, African 
men, women and children were branded 
with hot irons like these. 

The letters and symbols identified them 
as the property of their owner. 

This is very similar process to how a 
farmer might brand cattle or sheep. 

They were also stripped of their birth 
names and called by a name given to 
them by their owner. 



Do you know anyone with a tattoo?

• They could be someone you know or someone in the public eye

• What does the tattoo look like?

• Is it easy to see or hidden?

• Is it for decoration or does it carry meaning?

• What might the tattoo say about them and their identity? 



Public and private identity

How is our public identity (what 
we reveal to others) different to 
our private identity?



Activity 4: Moral dilemma



Alex Williamson

Alex Williamson is a local tattoo 
artist.

He exhibited his work at 
Hartlepool Museum & Art Gallery 
in 2021.



Moral dilemma

Recently, Alex was faced with a moral dilemma. He says this happens 
quite a lot.

A young woman, aged 18, came into his tattoo studio. Alex judged that 
she was not in a ‘good place’  - she was unemployed and her mood 
seemed very low.

She asked him to tattoo a lion’s head right across the back of her hand.



What should Alex do?

YES
He should go ahead and give the 
woman the tattoo she has asked for. 

She’s 18 – the minimum legal age for 
a tattoo.

It’s her body, her decision.

NO
He should not give the woman the 
tattoo she has asked for.

It’s something that will be on full 
show for the rest of her life and 
might affect what people think of her.

The design she has asked for is a ‘fad’ 
tattoo and will become 
unfashionable.



Alex decided to ask the woman to come back in 6 months. If she still wanted the 
same tattoo, then he promised he would talk to her about doing it.

Six months later she came back to his studio. She told him she had found a great job 
– as head waitress at a local restaurant. They would not have given her the job if she 
had had the lion tattoo.

Four years later she came in again. The head waitress job had helped build her 
confidence - she had moved to London and found a well paid job in the financial 
sector.

She told Alex she would not be leading this life had she gone ahead with the tattoo.



Plenary: 
Local identity – did you know..?



Local identity: did you know..?

The Tees Valley has an extraordinary history – and many claims to 
fame…



The famous Sydney Harbour Bridge in 
Australia was constructed in 
Middlesbrough. 

The steel used to make it was 
produced at Skinningrove from local 
ironstone. 

The words ‘Made in Middlesbrough’ 
are stamped on its side. 

It is the world’s largest steel arch 
bridge with the top of the bridge 
standing 134 metres above the 
harbour. 



The famous arch of Wembley 
stadium was also manufactured on 
Teesside. 

Its hollow structure is said to be 
stuffed with Middlesbrough 
football shirts.



Rail travel as we know it today 
began in Darlington, in 1825, 
where Edward Pease founded the 
now famous Stockton & Darlington 
Railway. 

This was the first steam-hauled 
passenger railway in the world.



An ‘unparalleled’ hoard of gold 
jewellery was found near Loftus in 
2005. 

The number of pieces, quality and 
rarity of this jewellery show that 
the people who owned them were 
of the highest status in Anglo 
Saxon society.



Captain Cook and his crew were 
the first Europeans to see 
kangaroos – and surfers. 

Can you see the surfer in this 
picture of Kealakekua Bay in 
Hawaii?



The Tees Valley was one of the 
most productive shipbuilding 
regions in the United Kingdom for 
over two centuries.

Nearly 2000 ships were built in 
Hartlepool between 1836 and 
1963 – that’s 15 every year.



NASA astronaut Dr Nicholas Patrick 
was born in Saltburn.

He helped to build the 
International Space Station.



Captain James Cook was born near 
Middlesbrough.

Cook and his crew were the first 
Europeans to encounter lands in 
the South Pacific such as Australia, 
New Zealand and Hawaii. 

They were also the first Europeans 
to see Kangaroos and surfers.



After the crew encountered Maori 
people in New Zealand, Robert 
Stainsby, from Darlington, became 
the first recorded European to be 
tattooed.

Otegoowgoow, the son of a Maori Chief
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